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Abstract
In today’s world of high frequency trading and volatile markets, it is next to impossible for
the average investor to make good decisions about where to put their money and for how
long. There is a multitude of “hype” from many different directions including, television,
magazine ads, internet searches, and emails. These companies usually sell computer
programs to take the guess work out of it and do the thinking for you.

They show

successful results and it seems very promising. Unfortunately, most of these programs
tend to come up short on their promises over the long run by having dismal results in the
end. I believe this is because most trading systems are incomplete from the start. A
complete trading strategy needs 3 things to be considered to be complete: A trigger to
enter the trade, an exit trade management strategy that focusses on limited drawdown,
and a money management system that focusses on preservation as well as equity
growth. Instead, most trading strategies try to focus on being right all of the time rather
than how to handle things when wrong. This research is about taking a general survey of
what is currently out there, performing tests on them using various tools, and then
comparing those results to the same tests with added trade and money management and
analyzing the results for statistical significance. The intent of this research is to show that
an “always correct” entry signal is simply not needed as long as a good trade
management and money management model is also applied to a profitable system. Most
st

systems only focus on the 1 part while ignoring the other 2 which then make it complete.
Finally, a direction of areas of interest concerning future work will be discussed.
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1 Introduction
Since the beginning of time, people have always been trying to outsmart the market. Of
course, hundreds of years ago, we did not have sophisticated digital markets as we have
today. However, individuals have always traded goods and services on some level:
when two parties exchange something, that is still a form of trading, investing, and
creating a market since one is buying and one is selling.
Since the 1990’s, there have been more and more online traders and investors each and
every year. We can see this simply by the number of companies trying to sell the “holy
grail” system that has an 80% to 90% rate of winning. Unfortunately, most of these
systems are marketing gimmicks created by so called “trading gurus.” Most of these
systems that promise nothing but profits take data that has been cherry picked showing
only the good profitable equity curve and none of the bad. If most people saw the
complete equity curve for all the data, they would have a much more realistic view of what
type of system they are getting.

1.2 Focus
This paper will focus on technical analysis rather than fundamental analysis.
Fundamental analysis is analyzing a company’s balance sheet, price to earnings ratio,
market capitalization, as well as many other potential factors [2]. Technical analysis is a
way of using past price data, putting it through a variety of mathematical calculations, and
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creating an indicator that has statistical meaning.

The patterns created with these

indicators or combination can then be used to create a trading methodology and
eventually a strategy. One idea concerning technical analysis is that any outside factor is
already priced into the current price making fundamental analysis not necessary [3].
Also, we will only focus on automated objective trading as opposed to discretionary
trading.
Discretionary trading requires extensive experience on many different levels.

A

discretionary trader might make decisions based on technical or fundamental tools;
however, they also make their decisions based on their intuition, gut feeling, and have to
have also mastered their trading psychology. Depending on their rules, their trading
techniques cannot be easily back-tested by a computer program [1]. For our purposes,
we will focus on automated trading. Automated trading is 100% objective trading that has
taken the emotional psychology out.

The only way a person’s emotions could get

involved is if they stopped the program.
The basket of items to be traded will be a basket total of stocks taken from the Dow 30,
the S&P 500, and the NASDAQ as well as several ETFs. An Exchange Traded Fund
(ETF) is an instrument that follows a broad market. As a general rule, ETF’s are safer
than trading stocks because they represent an entire market, and therefore have some
diversification built in. However, this does not apply to some stocks like GOOG or APPL
since they have lots of liquidity and top quality decision makers. The complete list of
trading instruments will be revealed in chapter 3.

1.3 Tools
The tools that will be used for analysis is a trading platform called Ninja Trader,
http://www.ninjatrader.com . This platform is built on the .Net Framework by Microsoft
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and written in the popular C# language. There are many choices as to what tools can be
used to do analysis. These possible choices include any and all programming languages
like Java, C, C++, C#, Visual Basic, as well as web based languages like PHP, and even
excel is a valuable tool since financial data is always in columns and rows. I chose Ninja
Trader because I am very familiar with using it, there is plenty of resource out there to
help, and ultimately there is less time spent programming, and more time working with the
analysis.
feedback.

Also, there is a trading simulator already built in that gives a lot of important
Of course, there are other trading platforms that have built in trading

simulators such as Tradestation, which uses Easy Language: a scripting language that is
less complex than C# .Net and generally uses much less lines of code. After review both
options, I realized that the C# .Net was more familiar to me and therefore, easier even
though the code is generally longer. Also, anything that can be done in .Net on windows
can be done in Ninja Trader since both uses the .Net framework. So, the possibilities are
limited with scripting languages, which makes things actually more difficult in the long run,
having to create external .dll files to make something work if the scripting language is not
powerful enough. Also, some of the charts shown in the figures will use Trade Navigator
by Genesis Financial, http://www.genesisft.com/.
After the files are back-tested using Ninja Trader, an excel document is generated for
each instrument containing all of the trades. This excel document will then be converted
to a .csv (comma separate value) document and imported into a program called Market
System

Analyzer

(MSA)

for

further

money

management

analysis

http://www.adaptrade.com/MSA/index.htm.

1.4 Data
The data that will be used will be provided from Pi Trading http://www.pitrading.com , as
they offer reasonably priced intraday 1 minute data for at least 10+ years. Pi Trading
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regularly supplies this data to individuals from universities and institutions that use it for
analysis of the market. It is in raw unfiltered format which means it could have some
logical errors in it. A logical error is something like the high of the day is less than the low.
Since it is 1 minute data that is 8 to 10 years, each instrument could have somewhere
around 800k lines of data. For example, when I imported the instrument “DIA” in to Ninja
Trader, it found 2 to 3 logical errors out of 800k lines. Since there is really no way to
know what the price was at that time, Pi Trading offers a tool which simply changes those
logical errors to be logical. For example, if the high on a line was 800.05 and the low is
800.06, the high might be changed to 800.06. There is no way of knowing what the
actual value was at the time since this is minute by minute. This could be cross checked
with other vendors that filter their data, which means they correct it the best they can
before entering it in their database.

Unfortunately, getting 1 minute filtered (already

cleaned) data that is older than 5 years is not cheap; some vendors can charge
thousands of dollars for this. Some might argue that if the data comes directly from the
exchange in its raw format, this is possibly less tainted and more accurate. Either way, 2
to 3 logical errors out of 800k lines is pretty low. It is all cleaned the same way and the
whole purpose that we will see is to compare Strategy A with Strategy B, making it an
apple to apple comparison in the end since both strategies use the same data.
The data is in text (ASCII) format which is imported into Ninja Trader. Each “price bar” or
“bar” consists of an open price, a high price, a low price, and a close price. Also, each
bar for this paper has a time value. For the daily, it is one full trading day long (from
9:30am EST. to 4:00 pm EST.) Only 4 prices in that day are represented: open, high,
low, and close. Since Strategy B uses a complex trade management exit system, its
conditions can happen at any time throughout the day, therefore a lower timeframe is
needed to handle this. This is where the 1 minute timeframe comes in. This research
uses the Daily and Monthly timeframe to enter a trade, and the Daily and 1 minute to exit
a trade (for Strategy B). Since it takes 3 different timeframes, the programming is much
more complex.
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1.5 Goal
The goal of this analysis is to take a look at popular technical analysis, to create a trading
strategy that in my opinion represents something the retail trading crowd might use. The
trading method will only go long and not go short. Going long is when you buy a stock to
get in the position and sell the stock to get out. Going short is when you sell the shares to
get in and buy the shares back to get out: since you did not have the shares in the first
place, you were “short” of having the shares and therefore had to borrow them from the
exchange. Selling short means you are selling something you don’t have.
Strategy A will be the strategy that is represented by what is currently popular out there
and being sold to the retail traders. It is a complete strategy in that it has rules for entry,
exit, and how many shares to trade. The trade management that is used for Strategy A is
to exit all your shares at one time. The problem with this that I see is that it is a 50/50
trade management model: You enter the trade and either get stopped out on a full loss,
or exit on a full win.
Strategy B is the exact same thing except it has an 83.3/16.7 trade management model.
Sometimes you win and sometimes you lose. You cannot tell what will happen. All you
have is the statistics of your system. Why not apply a trade management model that has
5 good outcomes (not losing and possibly winning) and 1 bad outcome (a full loss)?
Strategy B contains this trade management model that will be explained in detail later.
Since it is a mathematical model, it should be pointed out that when it is applied to the
“real world” it might not work a lot of the time. It has to be calibrated to fit with the market
and still make mathematical sense for its results to be seen in testing. This calibration is
done through experience and testing. What I mean by calibration is “should I risk 10
points, 3 points or 1 point on the trade?” If the market is volatile (moves a lot up and
down), then risking too little or too much means you will lose too much making the
mathematical model useless. Calibration is making it fit and make sense in the real world
while still making sense mathematically.
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After Strategy A and Strategy B are tested, the results will be compared before money
management is applied. The money management that will be used is an Anti-Martingale
money management system called Fixed Fractional [9]. According to Ryan Jones in his
book, The Trading Game [9], only Anti-Martingale money management systems will work
for trading the markets.

The Martingale money management system was originally

created specifically for gamblers. It has to do with doubling down after you have a loss. It
works in gambling because most forms of gambling like poker or blackjack truly have
measurable mathematical odds. Even though a trading system can have a winning rate
of 76% over the last 10 years, it is not a closed system like blackjack is. It is what
happened in the past and may happen in the future, but nobody really knows.

In

blackjack, it is a truly closed system, so doubling down every time you lose works in
gambling, because your odds of success rise when you lose because it is a closed
system. This is not the case when trading financial markets [9].
Therefore, an Anti-Martingale system is used. This type of system risks more money
when winning and risks less money when losing.

Therefore, as the account equity

increases, it risks more shares. If the next trade is a winning trade, it won more than it
would have if it traded just the same size. If the next trade is losing it keeps lowering the
shares with every loss trying to put on the brakes so to speak to the losing. An example
of the Fixed Fractional money management system is the following:
Account value = $200, 000; Fixed Fractional = 2%; Stop risk = $3; Stop price is $50
Then $200,000 x 0.02 = $4000 you can risk total; $4000/$3 = 1333 shares of the stock
you can buy. You buy the stock at $50 and the stop gets placed at 47 so if the market
goes down to 47, you lose $1333 total. Your new account value is $196,000. The next
time you can only buy 1306 shares. If you won on that trade instead of losing, and
account value went to $202,000 for example, then you could buy 1346 shares the next
time. Basically this system increases the shares as you are winning and doing well, and
decreases the shares when you are losing and doing poorly.
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If the money management risks more when winning and less when losing, then what
would happen if you apply a trade management strategy that is built upon an 83.3% not
losing model to a money management strategy that risks less when losing and more
when winning? If you attempt to cut down the losing with our trade management model
that has 5 good outcomes and 1 bad one, and is properly calibrated to the market, it
seems like you are then increasing the winning since the winning is taken care of through
the applied fixed fractional money management.
The goal of this research is to combine everything: entry signal, trade management,
money management, of Strategy A and Strategy B and see if using the trade
management model of Strategy B that is based upon 5 good outcomes and 1 bad
outcome when combined with the fixed fractional money management, if the results
improve. In short, the main idea is if the trade management can cut down the losing, the
money management will take care of the winning, thus increasing the odds of success.
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Chapter 2
Tools Of The Trade
2.1 Overview
Most trading systems out there are made from indicators that are priced based and
figured out mathematically. Therefore, one is always relying on past data to predict the
possible future circumstance. The indicators used are therefore “lagging” indicators by
default. In other words, they lag behind the current market situation by however many
bars back used in the mathematical calculation. This of course is only if the indicator
uses math. If the indicator uses pure volume for example, then it is not lagging, because
it does not take n-periods to calculate.

Sometimes these lagging and non-lagging

indicators work, and sometimes it does not. The goal is to balance catching a move too
soon and getting stopped out as opposed to catching a move too late and increasing your
risk exposure.
The basic categories with examples of technical indicators are [3]:


Trend: Moving Average and MACD



Momentum:

RSI , Stochastic and MACD



Exhaustion:

RSI and Stochastic



Volatility:

price of the VIX. The market index measure for volatility



Volume:

Volume is how many shares or contracts are being traded.

For our purposes, we will keep it extremely simple and focus on trend, momentum,
exhaustion indicators and volume.

Moreover, since there are literally hundreds of
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indicators, we will simply focus on 4 of the most common indicators that demonstrate
these categories.

2.2 Moving Average
The moving average is probably the oldest technical tool based calculated mathematical
values. It is in the category of a Trend Indicator. In our case, we will focus on the Simple
Moving Average (SMA) which is nothing more than taking the one of the prices of the bar
(either the open, high, low, or close), adding them together for a period length, then
dividing by that period length. This gives the SMA for the next bar. So, if you had an
SMA you wanted to display on the chart with a period of n = 10, you would need at least
11 bars for it to show up, and many more than that for it to make any sense.
The mathematical formula can be represented by, where p = price, n = current bar, m =
the period. The following pseudo code can represent most programming languages for
trading simulators [4]:

Closing price of current bar:

Price.Close[0];

Closing price of bar before current bar: Price.Close[1];

SMA = ∑

[ ]

[ ]

So, in this SMA formula, if m = 5 if would be:

SMA = ∑

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

If the closing prices for the last 5 bars were, 20.5, 21.3, 24.7, 23.2, and 26.2 respectively,
we would have:
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SMA = ∑

= 23.18

In Figure 1 below, displays a picture of QQQ (Nasdaq 100 ETF) with an 18 period SMA
in blue. The moving average is a great way to notice something is trending, however,
during the consolidation phase on the left of the chart, there will be a lot of losing trades
because of false signals. The SMA is a lagging indicator by default.
Figure 1: QQQ with 18 period SMA daily bars shown in Trade Navigator.

2.3 RSI
The relative strength index was developed by Welles Wilder described in his 1978 book,

New Concepts in Technical Trading Systems[5].

The RS (relative strength) is a

momentum indicator and compares the exponentially smoothed moving average gains
divided by the exponentially smoothed moving average losses of n periods [5]. Welles
Wilder advises using an RSI with period of 14 [3].
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RS =
The RSI (relative strength index) is a converted value of the RS represented between 0 to
100 [6].

RSI = 100 In Figure 2 shown below, a picture of QQQ (Nasdaq 100 ETF) with a 14 period RSI
(relative strength index) is displayed. It is common to use exhaustion levels of 30 as
oversold and 70 as overbought; however, some people try to optimize these levels. The
basic idea is when the RSI goes to an oversold level below 30, then comes back above
30, this is a heads up that the market could continue upwards since it is theoretically
oversold. Then, when the RSI goes above 70, this is an indication that the market will
soon run out of steam and therefore, exiting the trade should be considered. Although
this logic would work for going long and then exiting, the same logic also applies for going
short and buying to cover.
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Figure 2: QQQ with 14 period RSI daily bars shown in Trade Navigator.

As with most momentum/exhaustion indicators, it is hard to get a balance of both sides
since as from the picture above, when the market enters a heavy trend, it can no longer
be looked upon as an exhaustion indicator. So, the real question is when to use it as an
exhaustion indicator and when to use it as a momentum indicator?

2.4 Stochastics
The Stochastic indicator was developed back in the 1950’s by Dr. George C. Lane. This
indicator, sometimes also called Lane’s Stochastics, is a momentum based indicator that
uses levels which are generally looked upon as exhaustion levels and can be used as
possible turning points in the market [7]. The formula is as follows:
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K = 100 *
After K is calculated, a 3 period simple moving average is taken from its values to get the
%K. After this, a 3 period simple moving average is taken from %K to get %D. The %K
and %D are then plotted on the chart and used for signals [5]. The Stochastic indicator
shown below in Figure 3 has a value of 20 and 80 as its oversold and overbought levels
to signify when the market has reached potential exhaustion. The idea is when %K in
blue crosses %D in red, a momentum signal in that direction has just triggered. The
market then has a chance of trending until it gets to an oversold or overbought level.
Every trend is different in strength. Therefore, sometimes the Stochastics get embedded
like from 01/05/2012 to 02/17/2012. In this instance, the trend is so strong that the
overbought level signifies incredible power rather than potential weakness. Also, when
the market is sideways for a prolonged period of time like from 10/10/2011 to 11/07/2011,
there might be a lot of false signals.
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Figure 3: QQQ with 14, 3 period Stochastics daily bars shown in Trade Navigator.

2.5 Volume
Volume is not an indicator that is derived from a mathematical formula; instead, volume
for stocks is simply the number of shares traded during the bar time frame. It can be
used in many different ways. Like most indicators, it has a duality associated with it: an
increase in volume can signify a start or continuation of a trend; and an increase in
volume above a recent historical level can also signify capitulation, or a potential change
in trend. Some people also focus on Up Volume or Down Volume to further break down
sentiment and try to predict future price movement. Last, one can also use indicators like
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an SMA on top of volume to help quantify meaning of potential direction. Below is a
picture of the $DJIA (Dow Jones Industrial Index) weekly bars with Up/Down Volume and
a 7 period SMA of the Volume.

Figure 4: $DJIA index with Volume daily bars shown in Trade Navigator.

2.6 Putting them Together
As demonstrated simply by looking at the picture of most indicators, is the dual nature
they all seem to possess. For example, sometimes an indicator will give a buy signal
based on momentum and it does not work out because the market is close to being
exhausted. Or, the market gives a sell signal at high momentum in an exhaustion zone,
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and it keeps on going and never looks back. This is why it is essential to have several
different indicators of different types to agree with each other. This will cut down on the
failed signals. For example, a simple moving average provides the trend while the RSI or
Stochastics provide the momentum and/or exhaustion. Plus, volume can be included as
well to see how it benefits the accuracy of the entry signals.
Another thing that some traders like to consider is using multiple time frames as a
confirmation. For example, Figure 5 below shows GOOG (Google, Inc) on the weekly
time frame with a monthly 7 period moving average based on the closing price. The idea
in using multiple time frames is you will enter the trade at a later time, however, it will be
less choppy and you will get most of the middle 2/3 of the major trend.
Figure 5: GOOG daily bars with 7 period monthly SMA shown in Trade Navigator.

A simple pattern that can be derived from looking at the chart above is when the weekly
bars are above the monthly moving average, it tends to stay above. So, the first time the
price closes above the moving average with momentum, we can take the trade. The
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same is true for the downside. One could incorporate a momentum/exhaustion indicator
such as the Stochastics to help make a decision. In the example below, a buy signal on
GOOG is generated the 1

st

time the close of the weekly is greater than the monthly

moving average and the Stochastic %K is greater than %D. The timeframe is from March
of 2006 to Jan of 2012.
Figure 6: GOOG daily bars. Example Buy signal shown n Trade Navigator.

As the chart shows, it looks like this is all you need to make some serious money.
However, hindsight is always 20/20. In other words, it is easy to look back and come to a
conclusion that this strategy works well. The problem is when time is actually moving
forward and you are on the “right side of the chart”, the biggest question is: how long do I
hold on? As can be seen, some moves go on for months, while some fizzle out quickly.
Also, another question is “how much of my account do I put at risk?” Trading is not just
about finding good signals, but also about proper trade management and money
management.
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In Chapter 3, we will introduce a simple trading system that has a definite entry and exit.
Therefore, it will be quantifiable and can be compared to the changes we make in
Chapter 4 when we use the same entry, but a different exit strategy based on a
mathematical concept to further put the odds in our favor. Last, in Chapter 5 we will
introduce the concept of fixed fractional money management to help us collect more
money when we are winning, and give away less money when we are losing. All of these
parts: the entry, the trade management, and money management, are all required before
one should even consider risking their money in the markets. One thing that should
always be remembered is that it would be silly to go up against Michael Jordan in a game
of one on one basketball without proper practice and effort. The same is true for the
markets. Proper preparation in developing and executing a winning trading strategy will
help make survival against the professional institutional traders possible, especially when
it is purely automated without discretion.
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Chapter 3
Testing A Common Retail Strategy
3.1 Overview
This chapter starts the quantifying process of taking a simple entry and exit strategy and
incorporating it into an automated machine trading strategy. It will be back-tested across
an array of stocks and ETFs and the results will be filed away in an excel spreadsheet for
quick analysis. The process to get to this point of testing is the following: download Ninja
Trader using a free license key. You can then import data from a .txt file into Ninja Trader
making sure it is in the required format:
yyyyMMdd HHmmss;open price;high price;low price;close price;volume
The next step is the import the strategy used in this research written in c# language. The
Ninja Trader trading simulator has the ability to export everything to excel. This needs to
be changed to .csv file because Market System Analyzer only imports .csv or .txt files.

3.2 Entry and Exit Rules
The rules for Strategy A are the following:

Entry conditions:


Condition A = The Daily close has to be greater than the 8 period simple
moving average (SMA).
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Condition B = Daily 5 period SMA just crossed the 21 period SMA 1 bar ago
(each bar is 1 day).

If (A is true AND B is true)
Buy 2 units on the next open price (the opening price of the next day)
Place stop loss 3 points below entry price. If entry price was 50, then stop
loss would be place at 47.

Exit conditions:


If the 7 period RSI of the Daily crosses below 80 after having just been above 80
1 bar ago. Exit both units on open of the next bar.



If the market hits the stop at 47, then both units will exit at the current market
price (it could be below 47).

A stop loss value of 3 was chosen for all 32 stocks to avoid over Optimization or curve
fitting. Generally, optimization is finding the most favorable solution for the given problem
[11]. Ninja Trader has the ability to perform optimization for the parameters use as
inputs. In Fig 9, it shows the user values that can be changed. These values can also be
optimized.

In other words, the program will find the best values for the given

circumstance (perhaps which settings made the most net profit) over a given time period
and give a rating. This was done for each instrument. However, there comes a time
when a value can be overly optimized. In this case, the solution works so well, that it is
specifically only for the time tested and might not work in the future. To avoid this, an
average of all 32 stops was taken and then rounded up to 3.0 Figure 7 below shows the
logic of how the stop values were optimized for this study.
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Figure 7: Optimized stop value for each stock and then the average.

Optimization involves testing input values over a range put into a system to find the best
fit[13]. Optimizing too much is bad, but so is optimizing too little.
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Figure 8: AAPL Strategy A snapshot shown in Ninja Trader
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Figure 9: The user inputs for both Strategy A and Strategy B in Ninja Trader

ExitSystem 1 is Strategy A and 2 is Strategy B. MonthlySMA_Enabled is setting the
condition of having to trade above the monthly SMA to be either true or false.
MontlySMA_Period is set to 8 periods, but can be changed. SMAFast_Period is set to 5
and SMASlow_Period is set to 21 as stated above. The StopLossDistance is set to 3 for
both Strategies, but can be changed. If ExitSystem = 1, then Strategy A using the RSI
will be used. The values are set as 80 for the ExitRSI_Level, but can be changed as well
as the other two values. If ExitSystem = 2, then it is using Strategy B which will be further
explained in chapter 4. The BreakEven_Margin is how much above the entry point the
stop will move.

If the entry point is 50, then break-even is also 50.

If the

BreakEven_Margin = 0.10, then the break-even + threshold = 50.10. Since Strategy B
exits are very dynamic, it can exit at any time during the day. Therefore, for Strategy A
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and B, we enter the trade based on the daily bar, but for Strategy B, we used the 1 minute
timeframe to exit on some parameters because Strategy B has multiple possible exits that
will be further discussed in chapter 4.

This 1 minute time frame is shown by the

IntraDay_Granularity = 1. Target1 and Target2 are simply the targets that each unit will
try to attain. The StopToEntry_Trigger is saying at what point will the stop go to breakeven plus the threshold? If the entry was 50, then when the price gets to 53, target 1 is
taken out, and if price gets to 55.5, then the stop will be moved to 50.10. This is the same
way of thinking with the TargetToEntry_Trigger: if the entry is 50 and the stop is at 47,
when the market gets to 47.5 (2.5 points lower than 50), it will bring whatever target is still
open down to break-even plus threshold.
A basket of 32 stocks were hand-picked for this research. They come from a wide
background from ETFs, DOW 30, S&P 500, and NASDAQ stocks. The timeline of trades
goes from 12/30/2002 to 03/09/2012.
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3.3 Results
Table 1: Overall of trades before money management Strategy A.

This table was built from 32 separate excel files for Strategy A, and another 32 files for
Strategy B. Fig 10 below gives a picture of how each of these excel files looks before it is
entered into the overall one above.
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Figure 10: Excel file output from Ninja Trader for AAPL.

Spreadsheet categories:


p/l: The amount of profits or losses during a given period of time.



pf: The profit factor is a way of measuring how good or bad the system is.
Generally, a PF > than 1 to 1.5 is considered good.

The equation is PF =
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max dd: Maximum drawdown is the most the account goes down in value at any
time.



# trades: Number of trades is simply the number of trades taken during time
period.



% correct: This is the percentage the system was profitable.



avg days: This is the average time each trade took.



mcw: Maximum consecutive wins.



mcl: Maximum consecutive losses.



avg win: The average profit made on each trade.



avg loss: The average money loss on each trade.



expectancy:
o

[

(

)]

Expectancy is a basic formula that takes into account your wins, losses,
% correct and gives a value to be interpreted [9]. If the Expectancy is
negative, then the system will lose money for sure. If the expectancy is
positive, then it should make money. The greater the expectancy value,
the greater the chances of the system has to be profitable.

One

important thing to note is monitoring, the expectancy value as you apply
your money management strategy. If it is a good system, expectancy
should go up, if it is an ok system, expectancy will stay the same or go
down.
At the bottom, the average values are given for each category. The average profit was
$3727.25, the average profit factor was 1.71 which is pretty good. The average maximum
drawdown was $(2,776.69), and the average number of trades taken by each instrument
was 49.9. The average percent profitable was 55.83%. It took an average of 39.17 days
for each trade. The average maximum consecutive wins were 9.4 which simply mean 9
winners in a row on the average. It took an average maximum consecutive loss of 7.188
which means it lost 7 trades in a row on the average. The average of the average profit
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was a total of $408.68, and the average of the average loss was $(295.08).

The

expectancy value of the average values is 0.33146:

0.33146

[

(

)]

Finally, the total profit this system made was $119,272.00 on 823 total trades over 32
instruments over a 10 year period. It says 1647.93 total trades it was actually half of that
since it was programmed to trade 2 units at one time. This was done because Strategy B
uses a different trade management strategy that scales out of the trade, or gets out of unit
1 and unit 2 at different times, while Strategy A gets out at the same time.
If we used a $200,000 account as an example, we made $119,272.00 in 10 years. Our
total account value is then $319,272.00.

The total percent return was =

* 100 = 59.63%

This works out to roughly 5.96% return per year over a 10 year period. Not exactly great
results considering the risk that is needed. However, we did not lose which is of the
greatest importance. In the next chapter we will see how Strategy B handles the exact
same entry signal, but has a total different management system.
It is also important to note that the analysis of this entire research: both Strategy A and
Strategy B before and after money management, is taking one stock at a time and not all
of the stocks together. In other words, all of these trades were not brought together in a
portfolio for analysis. For our purposes, one at a time and comparing apples to apples
(Strategy A to B) is all what is needed to make our point. This basically means that the
drawdown could have been a lot more at a giving time. For example, in Strategy A, the
maximum drawdown of AAPL was $(5,366.00) and the maximum drawdown of AMZN
was $(2,732.00). If the trades overlapped, you could have had a maximum drawdown of
$(8,365.00) just from those 2 stocks. There are 32 stocks in total. The actual total
maximum drawdown is therefore unknown for Strategy A and Strategy B for now from a
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portfolio perspective. Market System Analyzer does do portfolio analysis; however, it
does not allow “scaling out” which is required by Strategy B. The only way to analyze the
synchronization of a portfolio of tens to hundreds or thousands of trades and include
“scaling out” is to build it yourself. This will be for a future research endeavor. As for
now, the results we have will be more than adequate to make our point.
In chapter 5, we will then further see how money how both of these results look after
money management is applied.
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Chapter 4

Applying Trade Management Model
4.1 Overview
My contribution to the idea of this research has to do with the study of trade management
and the analysis of how it affects the profit/loss when combined with money management.
It is based on simplicity. If one is simply trying to make as much money as possible while
risking as little as possible, then applying a trade management model that from the start
(before calibration of stops, targets to the actual price and volatility of the market) that is
an 83.3% not losing situation is the whole idea. If we only have 2 possible outcomes as
we have in Strategy A, then by definition, that is a 50/50 mathematical model. This of
course has nothing to do with the percent of winning and losing trades. Of course, this is
only a model, and since we are dealing with something like the financial markets, it is
possible to apply an 83.3% not losing model and still lose 100%! This is not a closed
system like blackjack and it is important to understand that. Now that this is understood,
let’s focus on the model.

4.2 Description of Model
As described above, if our model of trade management has only 2 defined outcomes,
then it is a 50/50 chance of winning money as well as losing money. The market is for the
most part always in control. The only times a trader is in control is: what instrument to
trade, when to enter the market, when to exit, how much of the account to risk. Once
these decisions are made, the rest is up to the market. The next thing to realize is that
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the market is always right [10]. If something does not happen the way it should have,
don’t get mad at the market. Instead, learn to understand it. The market is the market. It
is possible to make money in the markets consistently, it just takes a lot of due diligence
to get to that point.
In my personal experience trading the markets, I noticed a lot of professional traders
usually recommending habit of “scaling out” of your positions. When I first started trading,
this seemed silly because I always thought I would be missing out on profits if I lightened
up my positions. Eventually I applied a way of thinking that helped with my understanding
of what “scaling out” actually is from my applied point of view. I will explain my model
with the following example:
For Strategy B, if I bought 200 shares of EBAY, for example, I would place my stop 3
points below entry price. If entry price was at 50, my stop would be at 47. This risk is the
same as Strategy A. The difference ends here. Strategy A exits either on a full stop out
at 47 on both units (100 shares each in this case), or when the RSI goes above 80 and
then comes below 80. Strategy B has 6 possible exits. When Strategy B enters a trade,
a stop is placed at 47, target 1 is placed at 53 and target 2 is placed at 56. Each of the
fields as given in Fig 9 used for Strategy B under System 1 were generally optimized but
not over optimized as the same settings were used for all 32 stocks: Target1 = 3, Target2
= 6, StopToEntry_Trigger = 5.5, TargetToEntry_Trigger = -2.5, and BreakEven_Margin =
0.1. Each possible situation has 2 possibilities making 6 possible exits.



Possible outcome 1: target 1 hit and target 2 almost hit within a threshold of
0.5 (56 – 0.5 = 55.5 or greater). Stop is moved to break-even plus 0.1. Total
profit = +9.00 or +3.10.



Possible outcome 2: target 1 hit and 2nd half almost stopped out within 0.5 (47
+ 0.5 = 47.5 or less), target 2 is brought down to break-even plus 0.1. Total profit
= +3.10 or 0.00
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Possible outcome 3: almost stopped out on both target 1 and target 2 within
0.5 (47 + 0.5 = 47.5 or less), target 1 and target 2 are brought to break-even plus
0.1.
Total p/l = +0.2 or -6.00

Each possible outcome is different than each other, and each category contains 2
possibilities Therefore, there are a total of 6 possibilities. There are 5 possibilities of not
losing and 1 of losing. This gives an 83.3% chance of not losing, and a 16.7% chance of
losing mathematical model. The possible outcome 1 is a total win on both target 1 and
target 2 making full profit at +9.00 points, or winning on target 1, and getting stopped out
at break-even plus threshold on the 2

nd

unit making +3.10. In this case, the stop was

moved from 47 to 50.10 if target 1 is hit at 53 and target 2 is almost hit at 55.5 or greater.
Both of these results are good. Possible outcome 2 is if target 1 is hit making +3.00, but
the market weakens and goes down to 47.5 or lower and almost stops us out. In this
case, we would give up on target 2 and move it down from 56 to 50.10. We are hoping
that market volatility might give the market a bounce and take us out at 50.10. This gives
us a possibility of either making +3.10 or 0.00, both of which are good results. Possible
outcome 3 is if the market is very weak and none of our targets are hit. Then, the market
almost stops us out by going to 47.5 or lower. In this case, target 1 and target 2 would
lower to break-even plus threshold at 50.10. The two possibilities are either getting out
with a +0.20 profit, or being totally stopped out at -6.00. Out of this, one result is counted
as good; the other is counted as bad. After the count, we have 5 good results and 1 bad
result which give an 83.3% mathematical trading model of not losing. This has nothing to
do with how much money we will make, it has to do with not losing.
We will see in chapter 5 how focusing on “not losing” and combining this with a fixed
fractional money management strategy is a very good strategic relationship.

This is

because fixed fractional simply risks more as you win and less as you lose. If your trade
management has the probability of cutting down the losing, then you spend less time
lowering your risk during the money management phase. In short, if you let the trade
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management take care of not losing, then your fixed fractional money management can
do a good job taking care of winning profits.

4.3 Results
Table 2: Overall of trades before money management Strategy B.

Strategy B has the same exact fields as Strategy A.

We will go through each and

compare the results. The first thing that is noticed is Strategy B made less money. To be
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exact, Strategy A made $119,272.00 and Strategy B made $112,198.00 a total difference
of $7,074.00. The average profit factor of 1.94 is higher in Strategy B as compared to
Strategy A of 1.71. Not much different, but the greater the profit factor generally the
better the system. It is also important to note that using only 1 or 2 value(s) to analyze
something does not work. This is why we use multiple values for analysis to get a better
overall picture. The average maximum drawdown in Strategy B is $(1,908.81) which is
less than Strategy A of $(2,776.69). This is an important part because drawdown is what
you experience during a trading. If you experience your account value go down by
$(2,776.69), it will affect you from a psychological point of view and system confidence
more than experiencing a drawdown of $(1,908.81). The total number of trades made by
Strategy A is 1647/2 = 823 and Strategy B is 1388/2 = 694 (remember we had to enter
twice with 1 unit each time in order to handle exits at different times). The average
percent profitable for Strategy A is 55.83% and Strategy B is 60.17%. This is important
because it is saying Strategy B was more profitable on a percentage basis. The average
of the average number of days it took for each trade for Strategy A is 39.17 and Strategy
B is 55.18. So, it took a little longer for Strategy B to finish a trade then Strategy A. The
average maximum consecutive was 9.4 for Strategy A and 8.06 for Strategy B. The
average maximum consecutive losses were 7.18 for Strategy A and 5.15 for Strategy B.
This is important because it is saying there were 2 more losses in a row on the average
for Strategy A than Strategy B. The average of the average win had a value of $408.68
for Strategy A and $341.26 for Strategy B. The average of the average loss had a value
of $(295.08) for Strategy A and $(305.67) for Strategy B. This is interesting because
Strategy A actually made more on the average and lost less. Last, the expectancy value
for Strategy A was 0.33146 and 0.27348 for Strategy B.

Remember that expectancy:

[

(

)]

Generally, the higher the expectancy value, the better the system should be. In this case,
Strategy A is clearly better. However, the average profit factor is better in Strategy B as
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well as the average maximum consecutive losses. This is why we use many things to
evaluate a system. In chapter 5 when we apply fixed fractional money management to
both of our strategies to get a further evaluation. As we will see, applying fixed fractional
money management can also be used as a “stress test” of a systems performance.
Finally, chapter 6 will put the pieces of the puzzle together.
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Chapter 5
Applying Money Management
5.1 Overview
Money management is one of the most important aspects to a trading system. Money
management has nothing to do with your trading system in terms of when to buy or sell
[9].

It can take a mediocre system and improve the results greatly. Also, as learned in

this study, when fixed fractional money management is applied, it can give you invaluable
information about the analysis of your systems. In short, money management is simply
the thing that decides how much of your money to put at risk on the next trade. Even if
the trading system is great, it will fail without proper money management techniques [12].
As stated earlier, there are two types of money management systems: Martingale, and
Anti-Martingale. The Martingale is more for gamblers that use mathematical odds to bet
because the games they play, like blackjack, are closed systems. In a closed system, the
odds cannot be affected by outside sources. In an open system, like the stock market, it
is like dealing with predicting the weather: it is possible, but if something unexpected
happens, then that affects the entire system and those odds don’t apply anymore in the
same way and need re-evaluation. For the open systems, the Anti-Martingale form of
money management is a better one to use.
As state earlier, Martingale systems double down when losing until the previous losses
are made back. It tends to work for professional gamblers because they only play games
that it works well with, and they keep track of the odds as accurate as a computer would.
Anti-Martingale systems cannot tell with statistical accuracy when your next winner will
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come in, so the trader using this system will lower the shares being traded as the account
value goes down, and raise the shares traded when the account value goes up.

5.2 Description of Model
The money management model chosen for this research is called the fixed fractional
method. As describe earlier, it limits the risk as the account is losing and it raises the risk
as the account is winning. The following example will further illustrate:


Account value = $200, 000; Fixed Fractional = 2%; Stop risk = $3; Stop price is
$50

How many shares should we risk on the next trade?

On the start, we have 1333 shares to risk because (200,000 * 0.02)/3 = 1333. If we
bought a stock like EBAY at 50 and our stop is at 47, then if the price goes below 47, our
stop loss will be triggered and we will lose $4,000. The account value goes down to
$196,000. With the same equation, we can see how a losing trade affects the account:
(196,000 * 0.02)/3 = 1306 shares will be bought on the next trade. If our next trade
comes in at 43 as an entry, our stop is then place at 40. Let’s say it is a winning trade
and exits at 48: we buy 1306 shares and make a $5 profit. 1306 * 5 = $6,530 = 196,000
= $202,530 total. We can then buy (202,530 * 0.02)/3 = 1350 shares on the next trade. If
our next trade comes in at 51, then our stop is place at 48. We buy 1350 shares. If this
trade is winning and gets us out at 56, then we made another $5. However, now we have
1350 shares * 5 = $6,750 + 202,530 = $209,280 new total. The next calculation is
(209,280 * 0.02) /3 = 1395 total shares to be bought on next trade. This is the basic
process: the system risks more as you win and less as you lose.
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5.3 Process
Market System Analyzer (MSA), http://www.adaptrade.com/MSA/index.htm, is a piece of
software developed specifically for traders to test different money management strategies
on their trading method. Once the Ninja Trader testing is done, and the results are in an
excel spreadsheet (32 + 32 = 64 in total), we can then save each one as a .csv file, and
use this file to import the results to MSA. There are a lot of fields in Ninja Trader that we
simply do not need, and one field we had to add. We had to add a column called “Risk”
and put in -300 in each field because we always use a 3 point stop and our results are
based on 100 shares for each row. The 9 final fields were: Symbol, Entry Date, Exit
Price, Exit Date, Exit Price, Profit/Loss, Risk, and # of shares.
Once these were imported, the setting for stocks was used instead of futures, and an
account value of $200,000 was used for each instrument. Fig 11 shows a how MSA
should look after the trades are imported. After this, we added the fixed fractional money
management with a risk of 0.25%.

Fig 12 shows the settings for fixed fractional being

added. This was chosen because the strategy used in Ninja Trader enters 1 unit at a
time. In other words, when it is time to trade, it enters 100 shares, then another 100
shares. It does this because Strategy B exits unit 1 and unit 2 at different times. It had to
be done this way. Therefore, while applying money management, careful attention was
made to always making sure the size of the trade was consecutively the same.
Sometimes at different fixed fraction percentages, it might trade 180 shares for unit 1, but
only 120 shares for unit 2. Therefore, I had to play around with it until I got the 0.25% risk
setting on all of the stocks, except GOOG which used 0.15%. Using these settings
always allowed us to have the same shares being traded on unit 1 and unit 2 so our
model made sense.
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Figure 11: AAPL for Strategy A imported into Market System Analyzer.
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Figure 12: Settings of fixed fractional money management in MSA

As can be seen in Fig 11 and 12, the solid vertical grey bars represents the number of
shares. As soon as we add the fixed fractional money management strategy in Fig 13,
you will notice how the shares go up and down with the account equity. The other thing
you will notice is how the grey bars are in sets of two and are equal in height. This means
that unit 1 and unit 2 are trading the same number of shares which means our results will
give a meaningful comparison.
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Figure 13: After adding fixed fractional money management for AAPL.

Fig 14 shows the direct comparison of the same trades using no money management and
using fixed fractional money management at 0.25% risk for each trade and the side by
side results.
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Figure 14: Shows a side by side comparison in MSA

It was discussed earlier that MSA cannot create portfolio equity curves like the ones
shown above. This is actually not necessary since we can simply look at the results in a
spreadsheet and analyze the fields from there. Therefore, all 32 stocks from Strategy A
were imported into MSA, and the appropriate money management values were applied
gives 32 separate equity curves. The data output as shown in Fig 14 was collected by
hand and put in a spreadsheet. The same process was also done for Strategy B. The
following Table 3 and 4 shows the results:
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5.4 Results
Table 3 Overall of trades after money management Strategy A.
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Table 4: Overall of trades after money management Strategy B.

I did not include all of the fields as before money management because a lot of these
basically stayed the same. Just comparing Strategy A with B, we can see some of the
same things that are in the previous chapter: The first thing is the average profit is
$5846.86 in Strategy A and $5,819.30 in Strategy B. The total profit is the biggest thing
to notice at $187,099.52 for Strategy A and $186,217.66 for Strategy B. The difference
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now is only $881.86 instead of the $7,074.00 before applying money management. This
tells me that the gap closed very quickly after applying money management and that
Strategy B caught up with Strategy A in terms of total profit. The average profit factor is
greater in Strategy B at 1.92 than Strategy A at 1.69. The average maximum drawdown
is still lower in Strategy B at $(3,212.80) than Strategy A at $(4,682.02). It is interesting to
note that Strategy A has a better average of the average profit and average loss than
Strategy B. The average of the average profit of Strategy A was $645.82 and B was
$571.02. The average of the average loss of Strategy A was $(493.92) and B was
$(511.31). Remember that the average maximum consecutive losses (mcl) and wins
(mcw) still stayed the same. The mcw for Strategy A was 9.4 and 8.06 for Strategy B.
The mcl for Strategy A was 7.1 and 5.1 for Strategy B. On the average, Strategy B had 5
maximum losses in a row while Strategy A had 7 maximum losses in a row. This might
be an important factor to consider why the total profits jumped up to almost equal
Strategy A, even though on the average, the average profit and loss were not as good for
Strategy B. The whole purpose of the trade management is to limit the losses because
the money management explodes when winning and contracts when losing. So, if we cut
down the losses, we cut down the number of times we have to decrease the share size
on the next trade.
The % profitable field stays the same, but is needed in order to calculate the expectancy.
As a recap, Strategy B does better with a 60.17% profitable when compared to Strategy A
at 55.83%.

The expectancy value of the averages of Strategy A is 0.2882268 and

0.2736902 for Strategy B. As with before money management, Strategy A is still better
from an expectancy point of view. However, if we take a closer look, Strategy B went
from 0.2734822 (before money management) to 0.2736902 (after money management)
increasing by a modest 0.076%. Of course this is not even a 1% increase which is hardly
anything.

However, the expectancy value of the averages of Strategy A went from

0.33146 (before money management) to 0.28822 decreasing by an amount of -13.04%.
In other words, after adding fixed fractional money management, the expectancy of the
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averages of Strategy A actually decreased by -13.04%. This is something significant and
requires more analysis that will be shown in chapter 6 when we put it all together.
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Chapter 6
Putting It All Together
6.1 Overview
This is the final chapter in which we will analyze all of the results from all of the previous
chapters. To reiterate the goal, we are testing a simple strategy that might be found
amongst the retail traders, and adding a trade management model which has an 83.3%
not losing probability from a strict mathematical point of view. We then calibrated the
attributes for both strategies as given in Fig 9 (Target1, Target2, StopLossDistance,
StopToEntry_Trigger, TargetToEntry_Trigger). The same stop of 3.0 was given to all 32
stocks even to avoid over Optimization. For Strategy B, the same values of target1 = 3,
target2 = 6, StopToEntry_Trigger = 5.5, TargetToEntry_Trigger = -2.5) to also avoid over
optimization. Some stocks like AAPL would have done much better in Strategy B if we
allowed the profits to run rather than just getting 9 points from both units.
From here, tested each instrument in Ninja Trader using the program we wrote (shown in
Appendix 2), for Strategy A and Strategy B. An excel spreadsheet of the Ninja Trader
attributes was made for each instrument for both strategies. The spreadsheets were then
converted to a .csv file which was then imported to Market System Analyzer (MSA).
Here, an account value of $200,000 was added for each instrument, and a fixed fractional
level of 0.25% was chosen for each instrument (except for GOOG which used 0.15%).
The before money management and after money management results were displayed in
a spreadsheet for both strategies, given in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4. In the Table 5 below, an
overview of the results is shown to make things more clear.
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Table 5: Overview of before and after money management for both strategies.

6.2 Final Analysis
The following analysis will compare each strategy to the before money management and
after money management parameters, and then compare the rate of increase or
decrease between the two strategies.

Strategy A Profit increased by 56.8% from

$119,272.00 to $187,099.52. Strategy B Profit increased by 65.9% from $112,198.00 to
$186,217.66.

Also, the gap in profits closed from a difference of $119,272.00 -

$112,198.00 = $7,074.00 with Strategy A in the lead to $187,099.52 - $186,217.66 =
$881.86 with Strategy A in the lead, but Strategy B increasing faster. The point here is
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that the gap is closing greatly. The profit factor column generally stayed the same. If we
look at the expectancy column, we see that in Strategy A, it went from 0.33146 to
0.28822.

This actually lowered by -13.04% after applying money management.

Remember that the generally the greater the expectancy, the better the system. Before
money management, Strategy A had an average expectancy of 0.33146 and Strategy B
was 0.27348. Just from an expectancy point of view, A was better.
However, after applying money management, we see that A lowered by -13.04%. The
average expectancy of Strategy B went up slightly from 0.27348 to 0.27369 (only about
+0.07%). Here is a reminder of the expectancy equation:

Expectancy =

[

(

)]

This does not make sense when we look at the average of the average win and loss
column. In comparing the before money management, the Avg win for A was $408.68
and $341.26 for B. After money management for the same column, A was $645.82 and B
was $571.02. Strategy B was less profitable in both cases. For the Avg loss column
before money management, A was $(295.08) and B was $(305.67).

After money

management, A was $(493.92) and B was $(511.31). For both of these cases as well,
before and after money management in both cases, Strategy A lost less money on the
average than Strategy B.
Also, the Avg win for Strategy A increased by 58% from before and after money
management, and Strategy B increased by 67.32% for the same period. For the Avg
loss, Strategy A increased 67.3% from before and after money management and Strategy
B increased 67.27% for the same period. This gives similar results to the total profit, but
on the average of the average win/loss. It is also important to note how when adding
money management, this not only increases the profits, but also increases the losses for
both systems. Why is this? Even though the contracts are lowered as the account value
decreases saving further losses, the very first loss after a streak of winning will lose on
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the maximum shares traded at that time.

The fixed fractional money management

system can be compared to a “stress test” way of thinking since the profits increases in
percentage, but so do the losses.
So clearly, we see that on the average, the average win and loss is better for Strategy A
than Strategy B before and after money management. However, why did the expectancy
value go down by -13.04% for A, and the value go up by +0.07% for Strategy B? Plus,
why did the total profit increase by 65.9% for Strategy B and only by 56.8% for Strategy
A? I believe this had to do with two things:
1. The average maximum consecutive wins (MCW) and average maximum
consecutive losses (MCL) as given in Table 6. This value does not change
before and after money management.
2. The % correct column from Table 1 and 2. On the average, Strategy A won
55.83% and B won 60.17%.
This can also be noticed in the Drawdown column from Table 6 where the min value
is about equal except in Strategy B after money management in which it is at least
$(1,151.88). The max value is always greater in Strategy A than B as well as the
average value. Notice how the average value of drawdown increases by 65% to 68%
for both strategies after money management is applied. This is why it is so important
to focus on not losing when thinking about trade management, because the money
management can put a lot of stress on system performance, and show its
weaknesses as in this situation.

Table 6: Overview of the average maximum consecutive wins and losses

Average MCW

Average MCL

Strategy A

9.438

7.188

Strategy B

8.063

5.156
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When compared to Strategy A, Strategy B average MCW was less by 1.4 or 1 if we look
at whole numbers since we cannot do 0.4 of a trade. However, Strategy B average MCL
loss less in a row by an average of 2 when compared to Strategy A. I believe that this is
the key. Remember that fixed fractional money management works by lowering the
amount of shares risked on the next trade if the account balance lowers, and raises the
risk on the next trade if the account balance increases. If Strategy B lost less in a row on
the average by a factor of 2, but won less in a row, by a factor of 1 (disregarding the 0.4
because we are looking at whole trades), then it is safe to say that Strategy B is still
ahead by a factor of 1: A is ahead of winning by 1, B is ahead of less losses in a row by a
factor of 2. Therefore, 2 – 1 = 1 which is in favor of Strategy B less losses in a row. Even
though the average of the average win and loss is better for Strategy A, it is not that much
better that it makes a difference. This is because of the compounding affect the money
management has.

If Strategy B has a better factor for losing less while still being

profitable, even if it is less profitable, the money management has less chances to lower
the shares being traded in Strategy B as opposed to Strategy A. This is why Strategy B
closed the gap from being apart $7,074 to only $881.86 in terms of total profits.

6.3 Conclusion
The conclusion is very straightforward in that Strategy B had less losing trades given from
the 60.17% profitable as compared with the 55.83% profitable of Strategy A.

Also,

Strategy B had less losing trades in a row on the average. When both of these are
combined together with the fixed fractional money management strategy, it spends less
time lowering the shares to be risked in Strategy B, because there is less overall losing.
Less losing at trade management level means less lowering the shares at risk at money
management level means the account value stays more stable and has a better
opportunity to grow. This in-turn affects the expectancy value. If the system is more
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stable as it is in Strategy B, the expectancy value will not get worse as it did in Strategy A.
So applying money management can also be thought of as a stress test of overall
strategy performance. In this case, Strategy B fared better than Strategy A. The only
difference was how the trade was managed and nothing else.

Everything else was

identical. Furthermore, the model used to develop this trade management strategy was
simple: instead of 2 possible exits, what would happen if there were 6 possible exits of
which 5 are not losing and 1 is losing? This gives an 83.3% mathematical model to start
with rather than the 50/50 win/loss model. I conclude that if you put a system into
mathematical models like this that make sense from a percentage basis first; then
calibrate everything to the actual market conditions (the stops, targets, etc.) , the abstract
world of mathematical modeling meets the real world of trading. When this happens as I
believe it did in this test, new possibilities of understanding the markets are created.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
7.1 Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms
After reading several papers on the topic of Neural Networks, and Genetic Algorithms,
this seems like the most suitable area of interest for future work. I was impressed with
Allan W. Teeples thesis and how he was able to use the same type of simple indicators,
but combine a GA (genetic algorithm) in the decision making process and end up with
making an average return of 80% an up per year on his testing [3].

I am currently

learning the basics of Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms from reading Jeff
Heaton’s book Introduction to Neural Networks [14]. He explains the basics using both
C# and Java programming languages. C#, of course, is perfect for using Ninja Trader.
My hope is to incorporate Genetic Algorithms and/or Neural Networks to a strategy buy
signal as well as its trade management. If these types of ideas can further lower the
losing and increase the winning of a system while evolving with the changes in the market
(ensuring survivability), then when this gets plugged into the fixed fractional money
management, I would expect truly amazing results.
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Appendix B
/*
Spencer Davis Thesis Project
cpsc890 , spring/summer 2012
Dr. Shih Department Chair
*/
#region Using declarations
using System;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Drawing.Drawing2D;
using System.Xml.Serialization;
using NinjaTrader.Cbi;
using NinjaTrader.Data;
using NinjaTrader.Indicator;
using NinjaTrader.Gui.Chart;
using NinjaTrader.Strategy;
#endregion
// This namespace holds all strategies and is required. Do not change it.
namespace NinjaTrader.Strategy
{
/*
Entry for both strategies:
3 conditions for trade entry:
-Daily Close > monthly 8 period SMA (simple moving average)
-Daily 5 period SMA is less than the 21 SMA 1 bar ago AND
Daily 5 period SMA is greater than 21 SMA on current bar close -- so it just crossed.
-if the current opening price is not less than the 5 SMA or 21 SMA
Buy 2 units ---2 units can be 200 shares or anything divisible by 2
*/
/*
Exit 1 (strategy 1) 50/50 chance of losing money
When RSI with 7 period is greater than 80 1 bar ago AND
When RSI with 7 period is less than 80 on current bar close
Exit 2 units on Open
Exit 2 (strategy 2) 80/20 chance of losing money
6 possibilities exiting intrabar---entering 2 unis (200 shares)
target1 = 3.00
target2 = 6.00
stop1 and 2 = -3.00 each for a total of -6.00
Possible Outcome:
hit both targets = +9.00
Possible Outcome:
full stop = -6.00
Possible Outcome:
target 1 hit
price comes almost to target 2 >= 5.5
then bring stop to break even plus 0.10
possible P/L: +9.00 OR 3.10
Possible Outcome:
target 1 hit
prices almost hits the stop2 <= -2.50
Then bring target2 down to break even plus 0.10
possible P/L: +3.10 OR 0.0
Possible Outcome:
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no targets hit
price almost hits the stop(1 and 2) <= -0.90
then bring target 1 and target 2 to break even plus 0.10
possible P/L: +0.2 OR -6.00
Possible outcomes:
+9.00 (good outcome)
-6.00 (bad outcome)
+3.10 when stop tightens (good outcome)
+3.10 when target lowers (good outcome)
0.0 (good outcome)
+0.2 (good outcome)
4 good outcomes/ 1 bad outcome
4/5 = 80% chance of good outcome trade management model
*/
[Description("Spencer Davis Thesis Project")]
public class sdThesisTester : Strategy
{
#region Variables
// USER_INPUT PARAMETERS
private int monthlySMA_Period = 8; // Default setting for MonthlySMA_Period
private bool monthlySMA_Enabled = false; // Default setting for MonthlySMA_Enabled
private int sMAFast_Period = 5; // Default setting for SMAFast_Period
private int sMASlow_Period = 21; // Default setting for SMASlow_Period
private double stopLossDistance = 1; // Default setting for StopLossDistance
private int exit1RSI_Period = 7; // Default setting for Exit1RSI_Period
private int exit1RSI_Smooth = 3; // Default setting for Exit1RSI_Period
private int exit1RSI_Level = 80; // Default setting for Exit1RSI_Level
private double target1 = 1; // Default setting for Target1
private double target2 = 3; // Default setting for Target1
private double stopToEntry_Trigger = 2.5;
private double targetToEntry_Trigger = -0.9;
private double breakEven_Margin = 0.1;
private int intraDay_Granularity = 1;
private int exitSystem = 1; // 1=RSI,2=IntraBar;
// INTERNAL VARIABLES
IOrder entry1,entry2,stop_1,stop_2,target_1,target_2;
bool tfReported = false;
/// <summary>
/// these flags are false until some action is taken to move the stop or target to breakeven, at
which time they are set to true
/// </summary>
bool stop1BE = false, stop2BE = false, target1BE = false, target2BE = false;
/// <summary>
/// set to the bars series we are placing trades on, daily or minute
/// </summary>
private int tradeSeries = 0;
// instances
private TCStrategyPlotMulti MAs;
#endregion
/// <summary>
/// This method is used to configure the strategy and is called once before any strategy
method is called.
/// </summary>
protected override void Initialize()
{
CalculateOnBarClose = true;
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DefaultQuantity = 100;
BarsRequired = 2;
ExitOnClose = false;
EntryHandling = EntryHandling.UniqueEntries;
EntriesPerDirection = 1;
TraceOrders = true;
// add monthly timeframe
Add(PeriodType.Month,1);
// add intraDay_Granularity, in the form of a minute timeframe (default 1)
Add(PeriodType.Minute,intraDay_Granularity);
// add the RSI onto the chart for nice eyeballing
if (exitSystem == 1)
Add(RSI(exit1RSI_Period,exit1RSI_Smooth));
MAs = TCStrategyPlotMulti(1,3,true);
MAs.Plots[0].Pen.Width = 3;
MAs.Plots[0].Pen.Color = Color.Purple;
MAs.Plots[0].Name = "MONTHLY SMA";
MAs.Plots[1].Pen.Width = 2;
MAs.Plots[1].Pen.Color = Color.Brown;
MAs.Plots[1].Name = "Slow Daily SMA";
MAs.Plots[2].Pen.Width = 1;
MAs.Plots[2].Pen.Color = Color.CadetBlue;
MAs.Plots[2].Name = "Fast Daily SMA";
Add(MAs);
}
/// <summary>
/// Called on each bar update event (incoming tick)
/// </summary>
protected override void OnBarUpdate()
{
// useful reporting, to assist wrangling NinjaTrader's data in the Strategy Optimizer (and on a chart)
if ( (!tfReported)
&& BarsArray[0].CurrentBar > 1
&& BarsArray[1].CurrentBar > 0
&& BarsArray[2].CurrentBar > 0
)
{
// we have at least SOME bars on each timeframe
Print(this.Name+" loaded, timeframe stats:");
for (int a = 0; a<BarsArray.Length; a++)
Print("["+a+"] contains "+BarsArray[a].Count+"
"+BarsPeriods[a].Value.ToString()+BarsPeriods[a].Id.ToString()+" bars, earliest one
"+Times[a][BarsArray[a].CurrentBar]);
tfReported = true;
// do other useful things once
if (exitSystem == 2)
tradeSeries = 2;
else
tradeSeries = 0;
}
MAs.Values[0].Set(SMA(BarsArray[1],monthlySMA_Period)[0]);
MAs.Values[1].Set(SMA(BarsArray[0],sMASlow_Period)[0]);
MAs.Values[2].Set(SMA(BarsArray[0],sMAFast_Period)[0]);
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// ______________________________________
// seek an exit.
if (BarsInProgress == 2 && exitSystem == 1)
{
// create stops if they don't exist yet
if (entry1 != null && entry1.OrderState == OrderState.Filled &&
Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long)
{
if (stop_1 == null)
stop_1 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry1.Filled,entry1.AvgFillPrice stopLossDistance, "Stop1","Entry1");
}
if (entry2 != null && entry2.OrderState == OrderState.Filled &&
Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long)
{
if (stop_2 == null)
stop_2 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry2.Filled,entry2.AvgFillPrice stopLossDistance, "Stop2","Entry2");
}
}
if (BarsInProgress == 0 && exitSystem == 1) // chart timeframe, exit system 1
{
// RSI on chart timeframe
if ( Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long
// we're in a position
&& RSI(exit1RSI_Period,exit1RSI_Smooth)[1] >= exit1RSI_Level
&& RSI(exit1RSI_Period,exit1RSI_Smooth)[0] < exit1RSI_Level
)
{
Print(Time[0]+" exiting Long from RSI exit");
ExitLong();
}
}
else if (BarsInProgress == 2 && exitSystem == 2
&& Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long)
// minute timeframe, exit system 2, in a position
{
// intraday trailing, and profit targets
// create exits if they don't exist yet
if (entry1 != null && entry1.OrderState == OrderState.Filled &&
Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long)
{
if (stop_1 == null)
stop_1 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry1.Filled,entry1.AvgFillPrice stopLossDistance, "Stop1","Entry1");
if (target_1 == null)
target_1 = ExitLongLimit(tradeSeries,true,entry1.Filled,entry1.AvgFillPrice + target1,
"Target1","Entry1");
}
if (entry2 != null && entry2.OrderState == OrderState.Filled &&
Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Long)
{
if (stop_2 == null)
stop_2 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry2.Filled,entry2.AvgFillPrice stopLossDistance, "Stop2","Entry2");
if (target_2 == null)
target_2 = ExitLongLimit(tradeSeries,true,entry2.Filled,entry2.AvgFillPrice + target2,
"Target2","Entry2");
}
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// need to trail the stop ?
if ( entry1 != null
&& High[0] >= entry1.AvgFillPrice + stopToEntry_Trigger && (!stop1BE)
&& Close[0] > entry1.AvgFillPrice + breakEven_Margin
// avoid rejected stop orders
&& stop_1 != null
)
{
double newStop = Instrument.MasterInstrument.Round2TickSize(entry1.AvgFillPrice +
breakEven_Margin);
Print(Time[0]+" moving stoploss on position1 to Entry+Margin, "+newStop);
stop_1 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry1.Filled,newStop, "Stop1","Entry1");
stop1BE = true;
}
if ( entry2 != null
&& High[0] >= entry2.AvgFillPrice + stopToEntry_Trigger && (!stop2BE)
&& Close[0] > entry2.AvgFillPrice + breakEven_Margin
// avoid rejected stop orders
&& stop_2 != null
)
{
double newStop = Instrument.MasterInstrument.Round2TickSize(entry2.AvgFillPrice +
breakEven_Margin);
Print(Time[0]+" moving stoploss on position2 to Entry+Margin, "+newStop);
stop_2 = ExitLongStop(tradeSeries,true,entry2.Filled,newStop, "Stop2","Entry2");
stop2BE = true;
}
//. need to trail the target ?
if ( entry1 != null
&& Low[0] <= entry1.AvgFillPrice + targetToEntry_Trigger && (!target1BE)
&& target_1 != null
)
{
double newTarget = Instrument.MasterInstrument.Round2TickSize(entry1.AvgFillPrice
+ breakEven_Margin);
Print(Time[0]+" moving target on position1 to Entry+Margin, "+newTarget);
target_1 = ExitLongLimit(tradeSeries,true,entry1.Filled,newTarget,
"Target1","Entry1");
target1BE = true;
}
if ( entry2 != null
&& Low[0] <= entry2.AvgFillPrice + targetToEntry_Trigger && (!target2BE)
&& target_2 != null
)
{
double newTarget = Instrument.MasterInstrument.Round2TickSize(entry2.AvgFillPrice
+ breakEven_Margin);
Print(Time[0]+" moving target on position2 to Entry+Margin, "+newTarget);
target_2 = ExitLongLimit(tradeSeries,true,entry2.Filled,newTarget,
"Target2","Entry2");
target2BE = true;
}
}

// seek an entry, but only on the daily timeframe, and if we have at least some bars
if (BarsInProgress == 0)
// chart timeframe
{
if ( Positions[tradeSeries].MarketPosition == MarketPosition.Flat // if not in a position
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&& ((!monthlySMA_Enabled) || Close[0] >
SMA(BarsArray[1],monthlySMA_Period)[0])
// monthly OK
&& SMA(sMAFast_Period)[1] < SMA(sMASlow_Period)[1]
// prior bar not crossed
&& SMA(sMAFast_Period)[0] > SMA(sMASlow_Period)[0]
// this bar is crossed
&& Close[0] > SMA(sMAFast_Period)[0]
// Close forward of slow MA
&& Close[0] > SMA(sMASlow_Period)[0]
// Close forward of fast MA
)
{
// Long Entry
Print(Time[0]+" entering Long");
entry1 = EnterLong(tradeSeries,DefaultQuantity,"Entry1");
entry2 = EnterLong(tradeSeries,DefaultQuantity,"Entry2");
//if (exitSystem == 2)
{
// set flags
stop1BE = false;
stop2BE = false;
target1BE = false;
target2BE = false;
stop_1 = null;
stop_2 = null;
target_1 = null;
target_2 = null;
}
}
}

}
#region Properties
[Description("Monthly SMA Period")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public int MonthlySMA_Period
{
get { return monthlySMA_Period; }
set { monthlySMA_Period = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
[Description("Monthly SMA Filter")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public bool MonthlySMA_Enabled
{
get { return monthlySMA_Enabled; }
set { monthlySMA_Enabled = value; }
}
[Description("Daily Fast SMA Period")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public int SMAFast_Period
{
get { return sMAFast_Period; }
set { sMAFast_Period = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
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[Description("Daily Slow SMA Period")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public int SMASlow_Period
{
get { return sMASlow_Period; }
set { sMASlow_Period = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
[Description("Stoploss Distance (points)")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public double StopLossDistance
{
get { return stopLossDistance; }
set { stopLossDistance = Math.Max(0.01, value); }
}
[Description("RSI Period used for Exits 1")]
[GridCategory("System1")]
public int Exit1RSI_Period
{
get { return exit1RSI_Period; }
set { exit1RSI_Period = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
[Description("RSI Smoothing used for Exits 1")]
[GridCategory("System1")]
public int Exit1RSI_Smooth
{
get { return exit1RSI_Smooth; }
set { exit1RSI_Smooth = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
[Description("RSI Level used for Exits 1")]
[GridCategory("System1")]
public int Exit1RSI_Level
{
get { return exit1RSI_Level; }
set { exit1RSI_Level = Math.Max(1, value); }
}
[Description("Target 1 (points)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public double Target1
{
get { return target1; }
set { target1 = Math.Max(0.01, value); }
}
[Description("Target 2 (points)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public double Target2
{
get { return target2; }
set { target2 = Math.Max(0.01, value); }
}
[Description("Move StopLoss to Entry+Margin Trigger (points)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public double StopToEntry_Trigger
{
get { return stopToEntry_Trigger; }
set { stopToEntry_Trigger = Math.Max(0.01, value); }
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}
[Description("Move Target to Entry+Margin Trigger (points)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public double TargetToEntry_Trigger
{
get { return targetToEntry_Trigger; }
set { targetToEntry_Trigger = Math.Min(-0.01, value); }
}
[Description("Margin additional to the Entry price for trailing stoploss/target (points)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public double BreakEven_Margin
{
get { return breakEven_Margin; }
set { breakEven_Margin = value; }
}
[Description("Intraday Granularit (Minutes timeframe)")]
[GridCategory("System2")]
public int IntraDay_Granularity
{
get { return intraDay_Granularity; }
set { intraDay_Granularity = Math.Max(1,value); }
}
[Description("Exit System in use : 1=RSI, 2=Intrabar trailing and targets")]
[GridCategory("Parameters")]
public int ExitSystem
{
get { return exitSystem; }
set { exitSystem = Math.Max(1,Math.Min(2,value)); }
}
#endregion
}
}

